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Bavarian paver from Unilock

Copthorne paver in three shades

Copthorne pavers in a Montreal park



Description of Design process – Renovation of Esser’s Plaza

South Side Community Council (SSCC) began the conversation around the 

renovation of Esser’s Plaza almost a decade ago. That is when the South Side 

Local Development Corporation turned over some funds earmarked for the plaza 

and another park to the SSCC.  The SSCC worked on the other project first 

leaving the larger plaza for later attention.

The volunteers behind the project have been working for several years with 

multiple public events to gain community input. Comments were taken at an 

initial event at the local Carnegie Library in 2016. At that point, Engineers 

Without Borders was brought into the project. La Quatra Bonci Associates was 

added to the mix in 2018. 

A group of 25 stakeholders were convened to further the development of a 

conceptual design. There were five events in 2019 to engage residents and 

businesses to explore the issues and weigh in on possible solutions. It was 

displayed at the candidate’s debate at City Theatre on March 25th, 140 persons 

saw it at the Spring Social on April 6th  and it was presented to the Chamber of 

Commerce on May 16th.  It was showcased at the September 14th Street Party 

with 300 residents and later seen at a September 20th Chamber of Commerce 

event. It was presented to the South Side Planning Forum on September 10th. The 

drawing has been continually on display at the flower shop across from the plaza. 

An online questionnaire seeking feedback on the design was sent to over 400 

South Side residents and businesses with 125 responses.

Residents have pitched in by removing dead and scraggly shrubbery, trimming 

unkempt trees, picking up persistent litter and trash and working with pro bono 

professionals – Engineers Without Borders (EWB) and the landscape 

architectural firm, LaQuatra Bonci - to create a new concept for the area. 

The project was submitted to a Development Activities Meeting held on March 

25, 2021. The Local Review Board noted its approval at that time. 

The Art Commission will note that there are two sketches of the Esser’s Plaza 

sign in the submission. We are interested in your input with regard to the nature 

of the sign and whether we should open this aspect of the design to further 

creative input from area artists.






